
Established in 1991, Praetorian Disposable have become synonymous of manufacturing high quality
disposable products to medical research and pharmaceutical laboratories, doctors, dentists, veterinary
surgeries, hospitals, catering, industrial, engineering, automotive and janitorial sectors.

Their large stockholding, together with efficient transport, has enabled Praetorian Disposable to supply all
customers with the highest quality service. In an increasingly competitive market Praetorian Disposable
has never compromised on quality.

Praetorian
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PRA 00 07 CYRAGUARD ESSENTIALS LATEX GLOVES

These powder free, latex gloves are ambidextrous and they are used for precision tasks, in fact they offer
high performances thanks to the high elastic properties of natural rubber latex (extracted from rubber
trees).

Features and benefits:

1. Superior grip for precision tasks 
2. Excellent stretch and conformability, for the maximum user comfort 
3. Superior sensitivity and dexterity 
4. High strength and durability with excellent tear resistance (even when punctured) 
5. Easy and consistent donning, as the material is very elastic and moulds very well to the hand 
6. Excellent barrier protection against biological organisms, viral penetration and chemicals.

It is particularly recommended to hairdressers, beauticians,
dentists, doctors, etc... 

Packed in 100 gloves per box, 10 boxes (1000 gloves) per carton. 

Small, Medium, Large sizes available.

PRA 00 06 VINOGUARD ESSENTIAL VINYL GLOVES

These powder free, latex free gloves are ambidextrous and, despite being of lower performances than
both nitrile and latex, they offer a value for money option for low risks tasks ( like when painting or
decorating, washing and cleaning, managing food, etc...).

Features and benefits:

1. Smooth finish, highly suitable for washing patients or handling fragile skin
2. Low elasticity, but strong enough to prevent ripping on donning
3. Generally lower comfort, but satisfactory if the gloves is big enough
4. Latex free construction, to prevent latex allergies and sensitisation
5. Basic barrier protection against biological organisms and viral penetration
6. Minimal resistance to chemicals, suitable for non hazardous tasks only
7. Low cost, suitable for frequent, low risk general purposes tasks
8. They comply with the Medical Devices Directive, so they can be

used also for medical examination purposes.

Packed in 100 gloves per box, 10 boxes (1000 gloves) per carton.

Small, Medium, Large sizes available.


